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Andrew CAYLEY, CHAN.Dararasmey, Chea.Leang, dianaellis100, 
Cc: Keith RAYNOR, PICH.Ang, Salim NAKHJAVANI, Sereyvuthy Khan, 

SIMONNEAU-FORT.Elisabeth, SONG.Chorvoin, 
History: This message has been replied to. 

N"1'iiUMI 'Public 
Dear Susan and Roger 

During the hearing of leng Thirith's fitness to stand trial on 31 August 2012, I made reference to the fact 
that many accused before the ICTY and ICTR have been held in detention for periods between 5 and 10 
years (p.118 English transcript). I also indicated I could provide some statistics separately. 

To assist the Chamber and the parties, our office has compiled a table of ICTY and ICTR accused who 
have been held in detention for periods ranging from 5 to 10 years (also noting that there are several 
cases at the ICTR where detention has exceeded 10 years). We have compiled this information by 
reviewing the cases and ascertaining the length of detention for individual accused on the basis of publicly 
available filings. While every effort has been made to ensure that the data is 100% accurate, if the 
Chamber wishes specific cases examined in more detail, we would be happy to do so. 

Would you be so kind to forward this to the judges . .. 
Table of cases with detention ranging 5-10 years (ICTY, ICTR).pdf 

Kind regards 

Tarik 

Tank Abdulhak 
Senior Assistant Prosecutor 
Office of the Co-Prosecutors 
Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia 
National Road 4, PO Box 71 
Phnom Penh, CAMBODIA 
Telephone (office direct): +855 (0) 23 861 6261 (UN int 165-6126) 
Mobile: +855 (0) 12488288 
email: abdulhakt@un.org 
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